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Satellite communications

DATA
HIGHWAY
IN THE
SKY
As the volume of data in orbit increases,
the growth of Tesat-Spacecom keeps pace. With perfection, precision
and innovations, it has become world market leader.

_ulf j. froitzheim
_niels schubert
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or those whose idea of a
cold working environment
is a freezer at an ice cream
factory, the spaces in which
the leading company in the
German aerospace industry

simulates the frigid temperatures of space
are bound to come as a bit of a surprise.

After all, Tesat-Spacecom GmbH & Co. KG,
which is based in Backnang near Stuttgart
and is a part of the EADS satellite subsidiary
Astrium, has one of the largest collections
of thermal vacuum chambers in the world:
54 in all. Yet the changing rooms at the access airlocks are not full of down parkas, but
feather-light antistatic overalls. Behind the
doors, not so much as a cool breeze chills
the staff. That said, black and yellow stickers
do warn against the cold—and behold: where
the thickly insulated liquid nitrogen hoses are

“At 32,000
kilometers,
repairs
are not an
option.”

attached to the engines, the moisture in the
air condenses into massive crusts of ice.
The freezing chambers, which can be converted into furnaces if need be, would be impossible for any human to enter even in protective gear—they’re simply far too small. A
single cleanroom accommodates 34 of the
sparkling stainless steel cylinders in two long
rows. A mere two party-pizza trays could fit inside one. But more room is not required; the
products are quite compact. Tesat’s classic,
the traveling wave tube amplifier for communication satellites, is scarcely larger than a bicycle pump. Its 10-kilovolt high-voltage source
fits inside a shoebox.
Every component is subjected to the foulest

makes up but a fraction of the overall cost

In Sputnik’s early days, single bits were trans-

of a satellite project. “We require the highest

mitted. The trick: The LCT sends the massive

treatment in the airless climate chamber. Tesat

reliability,” says CEO Peter Schlote, “When a

data volumes to other satellites even if they’re

does not make your everyday assembly line

satellite is in position at 32,000 kilometers,

whizzing through space in low earth orbit at

goods but the core elements of satellites that

repairs are not an option.” As if that weren’t

28,000 km/h. In the future, it will be possible to

send television signals and civilian or military

enough, the users’ requirements change with

send data to moving objects such as airplanes.

data to earth via microwaves. The trial goes on

great alacrity: High-resolution images and top-

for weeks. Although Tesat, with its 1,200 staff,

quality music are standard fare these days.

Initial prototypes first emerged from the lab

Tesat’s latest brilliant innovation is the Laser

to link 840 satellites as part of the US Telede-

mass assembly work. The plant is a production

Communication Terminal (LCT). Compared to

sic project, thereby enabling fast Internet ser-

facility for precision devices. Perfection is a re-

a traditional microwave transponder, the LCT

vice for the entire planet. After the financial

is the biggest manufacturer of satellite components in the world, its operations are hardly

in the 1990s. At the time, LCTs were intended

quirement: The components have to withstand

represents a quantum leap on the order of

demise of Teledesic in 2002, LCT was initially

15 years of heat, cold, and radiation in Low

the switch from copper wire to fiber-optic ca-

regarded as a solution in search of a prob-

Earth Orbit (LEO). If they fail, much more than

bles. Its phase-modulated infrared laser beams

lem. No one seemed to need such high trans-

their purchase price is at stake. Though the

data at a rate of 5.6 gigabits per second to

mission rates in orbit. Meanwhile, a promising

price is somewhere between a Porsche 911

any target. That’s roughly 200,000 DIN A4

market seems to be emerging—for earth ob-

and a single-family home, it nevertheless

pages—per second, that is. By comparison:

servation satellites.
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Tesat bosses Peter Schlote (left) and Matthias Spinnler with a multiplexer.
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How can the
individual skills
of the specialists
be anchored in
lean processes?

Matthias Spinnler,

Claus Lintz,

Chief Operating Officer

Aerospace expert

Tesat-Spacecom

Porsche Consulting
Stephen Harrison,
Aerospace expert
Porsche Consulting

Peter Schlote,
Chief Executive Officer
Tesat-Spacecom
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“Motivation must grow.”

With the assistance of Porsche Consulting,
the technology company Tesat-Spacecom
is making the transition from high-tech production facility to industrial mass producer.
When Tesat-Spacecom set up its large cleanroom for its climate tests in 2010, the venerable company—the product of an AEG-Telefunken communications technology facility
founded in 1951 and later sold to Bosch—
suffered serious growing pains. The satellite
communications market had been booming
for years, but the global market leader was
still working like a medium-sized company.
“We had a construction-driven order-based
production system,” says Chief Operating
Officer (COO) Matthias Spinnler. “We didn’t
think in terms of products but projects.”
The unit numbers were already at the level
of a small industrial mass production facility,
and the expansion of the climate test capacity was a reflection of that. Systematic production planning was lacking, however. Lean
production was just a catchphrase—one that
didn’t seem to fit with the organic structures
of this “hidden champion.”
In the end, however, it was precisely these
old structures and department-thinking that
hindered growth and promoted errors. “A lot
of expertise and skill was locked in the heads
of individuals,” says CEO Peter Schlote,
describing a core problem. It was difficult for
the many new employees to quickly absorb
the knowledge. “Knowledge and capability
are not the same.” As a result of this imbalance, Tesat was unable to give customers
precise delivery dates.

At the ILA Berlin Air Show in June 2010,
Schlote and Spinnler met Stephen Harrison,
the aerospace expert from Porsche Consulting: How could they anchor the knowledge
of their specialists in lean production processes? In November the entire executive
management of the satellite company, including the heads of development and sales,
gathered for a lean workshop in Zuffenhausen. Spinnler grasped the weaknesses during
the very first exercise in the Porsche model
factory: “The logistics were no longer working; one place had mountains of inventory,
the other had nothing to do.” This spark
of recognition was followed by lessons on
how the lean principle harmonizes process
that have fallen out of step by focusing on
the product and its path along the value
chain. In March 2011, Tesat put its insights
to the test—with pilot projects in the production of components such as electromagnetic
switches and windings.
After just a few months under the direction
of Porsche consultants led by Claus Lintz and
Stephen Harrison, the employees had reorganized their processes to such a degree that
Spinnler concluded: “Everything fits: People
are alert, not hectic. Everything flows
smoothly. It’s good for quality, it’s good for
people, and it’s good for business.” Within
just a few months, the value chain-oriented
organization led to a reduction of throughput
times of between 48 percent for electromagnetic switches and 70 percent for windings,
which had previously suffered the most egregious waste. Tesat also got a handle on the
overproduction of individual components. The

stock of work in progress sank by 68 percent.
Employees were able to use up overtime
hours and remaining vacation days, and the
unpopular Saturday shifts were discontinued.
Six months after starting the flagship project,
the pilot project team found itself in the
spotlight again: In front of the entire staff,
they told their colleagues how it was for
them when the bosses gave them the primary
role in the change management process
rather than presenting them with faits accomplis. Step by step, the other departments
were also won over to the value chain-oriented philosophy. Schlote knows: “You can’t
mandate motivation; it has to grow.”
With Porsche Consulting’s help, TesatSpacecom has now set up an internal model
factory of its own: Under the direction of
internal “lean coaches,” employees learn the
principles of lean production—before it is
introduced in their areas. As the company
lives from project business, Tesat now faces
the next challenge: The lean concept that
has proven itself from the “production view”
is now to be transferred long-term to the
“project view” as well.
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These—like almost everything in LEO—are
actually offline most of the time. In the short
time window during which the satellite has a
view of the base station, all collected images
must be transmitted to earth. LCT now enables
uninterrupted real-time transmissions with an
extremely high data rate. The trick is a detour
to a higher sphere: the LEO satellite directs
its data beam to a geostationary satellite that
is in constant contact with the base station.

Progress will also
be of assistance with
natural disasters.

The ESA space agency wants to implement
its European Data Relay System (EDRS) using
this technology. “After a natural disaster, this
will enable disaster relief workers to see right
away which access roads are intact and where
people are gathering,” explains Peter Schlote.
Ultimately, all users of earth observation satellites would profit—commercial as well as military. The infrared lasers are immune to tracking and undetected eavesdropping: if anyone
intercepted the signal, nothing would be received by the receiver.

f
Every product sent
into orbit by Tesat
customers has been
through a battery of
endurance tests—
in one of 54 thermal
vacuum chambers
(left). And even the
non-expert can see
when they’re in cooling
mode—the ice
formation gives it away.
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Housing of the future is now under construction in Heidelberg

Human heat protects
the environment
Heidelberg has an excellent global reputation for science and research. Now

_Sarah Kaiser
_Jörg Eberl

it offers another attraction. The world’s largest settlement of passive-energy
houses is being built on the site of an old freight depot. Heidelberg’s “Bahnstadt”
(“rail city”) is expected to meet all its medium-term energy needs with renewable
sources. Technology to benefit residents and the environment is a major leap
in innovation for construction. And it could also pay off for trades and industry.
14
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City of superlatives:
The largest passiveenergy building set
tlement in the world
is being built on pre
mises of 1.16 million
square meters.

I

f possible, turn around—the voice on the GPS unit firmly

Heidelberg’s Bahnstadt is studded with superlatives: Along with Ham-

declares that our destination does not exist. Not yet, at

burg’s HafenCity, it is one of the largest inner-city development projects

any rate. But despite this, we have arrived. And we are

in Europe. Some 5,000 people are expected to live here by the year 2020.

entering new territory in the construction of housing. Sev-

As is the case in many large cities, Heidelberg has a housing shortage.

enteen cranes tower above the premises of what used to

This university town which attracts 3.5 million scientists and tourists

be a freight depot, while numerous trucks and excavators

a year lacks around 8,000 apartments. In addition to the Bahnstadt’s

rumble along dusty construction roads. Just three years

new residential space, its commercial facilities will create 7,000 new

ago, there was not much more to see on this overgrown expanse of

jobs. According to estimates, around two billion euros will be invested in

1.16 million square meters than a few rusty rail lines, weeds, and ants.

the project. And it should include everything, with construction already

But now sewers have been built, roadways set up, and the first resi-

underway on shops, restaurants, sports facilities, a municipal service

dential buildings erected.

center, a primary school, and two daycare centers. A 1.6-kilometer

p
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promenade will be an inviting place to stroll, and many gardens and land-

dential and non-residential buildings in the world. In Germany, which is

scaped areas will offer space to relax. “Skylabs” will house offices and

one of the leaders in this area, only two percent of new buildings are built

laboratories for science and high-tech companies. Everything is chic,

to passive-energy standards. “Many people think that living in a passive-

modern, and centrally located. But above all—everything is “green.” For

energy house is like living in a plastic bag,” says Ryzlewicz with a smile.

the Bahnstadt in Heidelberg is not only enormous, it is also the largest

“And that if you air out the house in winter it’ll take three weeks to get it

passive-energy construction project in the world.

warm again.” But while these thrifty buildings may save on many things,
they don’t on comfort. Thanks to the good insulation, all the rooms are

Given the increasing levels of CO2 emissions and rising energy prices,

equally warm, even those with exterior walls. Comfort-oriented ventila-

passive energy buildings are the solution to the strain placed on both

tion means that the air quality won’t suffer in the bedrooms at night if the

the environment and residents’ pocketbooks. The buildings are called

windows can’t be opened due to frost or noise. And the sun contributes

“passive” because an overwhelming percentage of the energy they re-

to the heating process free of charge. “A heat recovery system helps use

quire is covered by passive sources such as solar radiation and the heat

the existing energy from solar radiation and warmth generated by people

given off by both people and machinery. A passive-energy building con-

and machinery more efficiently,” says Wolfbeiss. True, passive-energy

sumes the equivalent of fewer than 15 kilowatt-hours of electricity per

houses are more expensive than their conventional counterparts—the

square meter per year—or around 1.5 liters in the “currency” of heating

price of a multi-unit building is eight to ten percent higher, and that of a

oil. That is only a quarter of what a conventional building would need

single-family house up to 15 percent more. But the enormous savings

per square meter per year. All the buildings in the Bahnstadt are being

in operational costs, especially with respect to energy, mean that the

built in accordance with strict passive-energy standards. In the future,

higher investment costs pay off after around 20 years of use.

the Bahnstadt will get its electricity and the small amount of remaining
heat that it needs from the 100-percent renewable energy of a biomass

The construction specialists from Weisenburger are convinced by the con-

heat and power station. This will make it truly a zero-emissions city.

cept of passive-energy houses. They built the largest zero-liter office building in the world, namely the 12,000-square-meter “lu-teco” in Ludwigshafen,

“Many people think
that living in
a passive energy
house is like living
in a plastic bag.”
Matthias Ryzlewicz, managing director of the Weisenburger construction
company, and department head Oliver Wolfbeiss are assessing the progress of their current project in the Bahnstadt. Having focused on environmentally compatible construction for several years now, this mediumsized company from the town of Rastatt in southern Germany is building
98 modern student apartments for a total of 3,800 square meters of liv-

and they were one of the first companies to work in the green sector. As
Ryzlewicz notes, “We built our first passive-energy building seven years
ago. You needed a good deal of courage at the time to get something like
that off the ground. There were hardly any certification processes or standards.” Right on the spot, the team worked out which aluminum façades or
windows could save the most energy. “And that’s the exciting thing about

“For fifty years
there wasn’t much
new development
in the construction
sector.”

ing space. Covered with scaffolding, the gray shells of buildings D and E
actually look quite normal. Yet on second glance they contain all manner

it,” he adds. “For fifty years there wasn’t much in the way of new develop-

of innovative products and processes. “The windows are up to thirty per-

ment in the construction sector. But an awful lot has taken place in the last

cent better than conventional ones,” says Ryzlewicz on touring the five

several years.” These changes, however, also pose new challenges for the

floors. They are special triple-pane thermal models that reduce heat loss

construction industry. More materials, more regulations, and stricter inspec-

to a minimum. Their frames are narrower than for conventional windows,

tions make things more complex. But as Wolfbeiss observes, “In mastering

because the insulating qualities of the frames still lag behind those of the

these greater challenges, we’re finding it very helpful to handle more and

glass. Heat loss will be further reduced by around 30 centimeters of in-

more projects in accordance with lean construction principles from the au-

sulating material on the façades, and up to 35 centimeters on the roofs.

tomobile industry—you can hear the fizz of value being added.” (See also
“Construction Methodology”, page 18).

p

Despite all the benefits, people still have reservations about these environmentally friendly buildings. According to data from the Passive House
Institute in Darmstadt, there are only around 40,000 passive-energy resi16
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Progress report for Weisenburger: Matthias Ryzlewicz (center) and Oliver Wolfbeiss (right) with construction manager Daniel Motzke.
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CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY

More materials, more regulations, stricter
inspections, longer completion times—
“green” construction is a challenge for the
industry. The Weisenburger company has
found lean construction methods from
Porsche Consulting to be helpful.
Passive-energy standards make construction somewhat more complex. “Planning
takes longer and more engineering expertise is needed,” says Oliver Wolfbeiss from
the Weisenburger construction company.
There are more details to take into account,
the structural demands are greater, and the
actual execution is more difficult. “Installing the windows, for example, is a crucial
part of passive-energy construction,” says
Wolfbeiss. “Mistakes here have much more
serious repercussions in a passive house
than a conventional building.” Lean construction counters this, especially by simplifying and improving quality control. This approach transfers the well-known lean
principles from manufacturing cars (flow,
takt, pull, and zero defects) to construction.
The most important methods that lean construction uses to improve building processes include takt planning and takt control, as well as quality assurance and
logistics. They stabilize the course of construction work, make it more transparent,
improve the ability to meet deadlines, and
increase quality and added value.
Takt planning Like in the automobile industry, construction projects are divided

18

more quickly, before the team has gone
into small, manageable segments wherever
through the entire building and made the
possible. The succession of technical tasks
same error everywhere. As a result, reworksuch as erecting drywalls and installing
ing costs can be considerably reduced. This
heating, plumbing, and ventilation is speciis especially important for passive-energy
fied, and the respective contents are spread
buildings. While the 1:10:100 rule holds for
evenly across the takts. For buildings D and
conventional buildings, for passive buildings
E of the Bahnstadt, Weisenburger in consulit is 1:10:1000. This means that a mistake
tation with the experts from Porsche Conmade by one technical crew costs ten times
sulting has established a takt of one workmore to fix if it is discovered by the next
ing week. For example, the drywall crew has
crew, but one thousand times more to fix if
one week of time to complete a defined segment of work. It then moves one takt further, first discovered by the client during the final
overall inspection.
and the heating crew comes in to the segment that it left. The different technical
“Lean construction doesn’t only lower costs
crews, therefore, move through the building
by reducing the amount of reworking, it also
like train carriages.
increases process stability and transparency
and can therefore shorten and ensure conLogistics The automobile industry’s logisstruction times,” says Kevin Mattiszik, a lean
tics concept can also be transferred to construction. The 5 “r”s play a central role here: construction expert at Porsche Consulting.
The construction time for buildings D and E
Each worker should have the right amount of
was reduced from 15 to 12 months. Moreover,
the right material in the right quality at the
punctuality and quality assurance were conright place at the right time. Subcontractors
siderably enhanced. And the construction
supply sensible small volumes at short intersites are cleaner, tidier, and quieter. As
vals—which reduces inventory, searching
Ryzlewicz adds, “All the workers are in their
time, and material damage.
respective takt areas. You can positively
hear the fizz of value being added. Lean conQuality assurance For each technical
struction strengthens our competitiveness,
crew, quality testing points are defined for
thanks to which we can offer our customers
the end of each takt. Only when they are
affordable work at the highest quality.”
met can the next crew start its work. For
example, the heating team can only start
work on a segment after the drywalls have
been erected and planked on one side
as specified by the client. Testing points
enable errors to be found and eliminated

Porsche Consulting – the MAGAZINe

1	DRYWALL 1

2 HEATING / PLUMBING

3 electrical

4	DRYWALL 2

5	Doors

6	Painting

7	Flooring

From drywall to flooring: Technical crews move through the building at a uniform takt like train carriages.

Around one third of Weisenburger’s projects are built to passive-

now it’s a matter of finishing the Bahnstadt, which is already consid-

energy standards. For the company, however, that is just the begin-

ered an international model for sustainable urban development. It was

p

ning. “Our vision for the near future is to make plus-energy buildings,

presented, for example, as part of the Rio+20 UN summit in June

which generate more energy than they consume,” says Ryzlewicz. Fol-

2012. Another eight years will be needed until construction work is

lowing low-energy and passive-energy buildings, these will be the next

finished on the largest passive-energy settlement in the world. Still,

step toward ever-greater energy efficiency in the construction sector.

the project has already come to life, for the first residents have moved

But they are still a long way off, with development in its infancy. Right

in. And, apparently they feel very much at home.

f
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Jim Hagemann Snabe, Co-CEO
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The software giant SAP is undergoing a transformation: The world-renowned German high-tech company
is no longer focusing exclusively on its core business of enterprise software but is branching out into new
growth markets. With cloud computing, mobility, and in-memory computing, information can be accessed
anytime, anywhere. “We have to be even faster and more innovative,” says co-CEO Jim Hagemann Snabe.

boss
Speeds
Up with the
Porsche Turbo
_rainer hupe and sarah kaiser
_uli regenscheit

I

t’s no surprise that both the German insurance company AOK

In media reports, the SAP HANA in-memory application, which no longer

and the Japanese electronics retailer Yodobashi use enter-

stores data on the hard drive but in memory, is already being lauded as

prise software from SAP. Just how quickly the two companies

a silver bullet: for the first time since SAP released its R/3 enterprise

have been able to accelerate their processes with the new

information system 20 years ago, the company has succeeded in bring-

SAP HANA in-memory database, however, is notable: AOK now

ing a groundbreaking innovation to market.

needs a mere 20 minutes to execute evaluations that previ-

ously took 150 hours. And Yodobashi now filters loyalty rewards for

SAP had to work hard to make it happen. “A few years ago, we noticed

its customers from incoming data within two seconds—a stunning

that we were having difficulty in consistently bringing innovations to mar-

improvement over the three days it used to take.

ket,” says Georg Kniese, the man responsible for the organization

p
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of all business units at SAP. “We’ve since made significant improvements

HANA is proof positive that SAP has recognized these three new growth

in terms of quality, speed, and efficiency in the development process.”

markets. And it shows that SAP has found a solution to the challenges

And SAP won’t be able to rest on its laurels: “Major changes are taking

associated with the transition: systematic processes according to the

place in the software business right now,” says co-CEO Jim Hagemann

principles of lean management (see right: The Path to Lean Knowledge

Snabe. Until now, SAP has been able to maintain its position as the

Work). Over three years ago, a small team within the company began to

global market leader by developing software for managing enterprise

examine whether knowledge work could be compatible with an interval-

processes. “And we want to remain the global market leader in this area

based approach. Software development, after all, is a highly complex,

as well,” says Snabe. The changing landscape has added three new

creative process. And the organization is huge: 15,000 employees in

fields to SAP’s core business whose importance is sure to grow over

eleven countries working on around 150 projects simultaneously. That’s

the next few years and which depend on one quality above all: speed.

why it took SAP up to one and a half years to bring a new product to

Cloud computing, mobility, and in-memory computing. These three big

market. During a visit to the Porsche production facility in Stuttgart-

software trends— (see below)—mark the most significant transforma-

Zuffenhausen in 2008, Snabe came into contact with Porsche Con-

tion in the world of IT since the advent of the Internet 20 years ago. At

sulting. He knew right away that he wanted to have the Porsche turbo

the same time, competitive pressures are on the rise, as are customers’

working for his company too: “I was completely convinced that lean

expectations: they want to be able to access information efficiently at

management is the right approach for us. But we had to find a way to

any time and from anywhere—via smartphone or tablet apps or through

make it work for SAP, because we can’t organize software development

cloud services on their laptops. Snabe knows the stakes are high: “SAP

in four-minute intervals.”

is getting a lot faster. We are now delivering innovations after just a
few weeks rather than months. And we have made our processes much

Subsequent discussions within the company were not easy—many SAP

more customer-oriented so that we understand what they really need.”

employees were of the opinion that software development cannot

p

The three big software trends

Cloud Computing

Mobility

In-Memory Computing

Put simply, cloud computing means that
computer programs are no longer operated
by the user or provided locally but made
available as a service from an external provider. Applications and data are no longer located on the local computer or in the company computer center but in a “cloud.” The
remote systems are accessed via a network
such as the Internet. Instead of transferring
ever-rising volumes of data from one device
to another via USB flash drive or e-mail, the
cloud ensures continuous access to everything—from a PC, smartphone, or tablet.
Cloud computing promises lower costs,
greater flexibility, and the possibility of using
current applications and technologies immediately.

Mobility refers to the processing of orders
and business processes over the Internet, i.e.
making information available to any user at
any time or place. This has become possible
through technical innovations such as software agents and communication between machines. For example, the ice cream company
Langnese now couples the weather report
with its software and thus calculates the appropriate production amount.

Companies’ data volumes are growing exponentially—yet the time available to make informed, data-driven decisions is getting ever
shorter. In-memory computing provides information in real time—enabling fast and costeffective analysis of even large data volumes
and reduction of the overall complexity of
the IT landscape. It works by storing data in
memory rather than on hard drives or in the
cache. This accelerates data processing substantially. SAP has made a name for itself in
this area with SAP HANA.
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The Path to Lean Knowledge Work
Is a takt-based approach suitable for knowledge work? Can creative processes like software development be managed according
to lean production methods? Organized, disciplined, standardized,
according to strict time specifications, in teams for clearly defined goals? And the answer is: yes—if the methods are adapted
to the requirements of knowledge work. After a pilot project in
2008, SAP rolled out lean management principles in the entire development organization. Currently sales and support functions are
getting lean. Not only structures and processes, but also the leadership culture, is under scrutiny.
On the production line, it quickly becomes obvious whether or
not waste has found its way into the process. For example, when
employees look for parts. A software developer’s work is less

transparent. “We realized very quickly that we would have to tailor
the lean principles to meet the specific needs of knowledge workers,” says Dr. Ulrich Guddat, partner at Porsche Consulting. His
team therefore began the process by looking at the company not as
a whole but at individual SAP employees and their work processes:
“We accompanied individual developers during their work to get an
idea of what their days look like and what tasks and challenges are
associated with their jobs,” says Darius Khodawandi, principal at
Porsche Consulting. It emerged that only a quarter of their time
was occupied with value-creating activities. The cause was the fundamental modus operandi according to the V model: at the beginning of any development process at SAP, the product manager
would compose a multi-page document containing the required
specifications for the software based on customer requirements.
Then the tasks would be distributed among the various teams,
which, however, worked independently of each other. Frequently
a developer would be involved in 5 to 10 different projects
p

LEAN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

old

new

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
(WITHOUT PRIORITIZATION)

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
(WITH PRIORITIZATION)

a
b
c
d
e

a
b
c
d
e

team 1
team 2

:

team 1
team 2
team 3
team 1
team 2
team 3

:

n

team n
jan

march

July

n
dec

time

 QUALITY PROBLEMS
RECOGNIZED TOO LATE
 LOW DEGREE OF TRANSPARENCY
 CONSULTATION WITH
	CUSTOMER TOO LATE
 NO STANDARDIZED WORK PACKAGES
 COMPLETION DATE AND QUALITY
OF SOFTWARE UNPREDICTABLE

jan

feb

march

time

+	MOST IMPORTANT
REQUIREMENTS HANDLED FIRST
+ RESULTS CHECKED EVERY FOUR WEEKS
+	TEAMS CONSIST OF VARIOUS SPECIALISTS
(ENGINEERS; DEVELOPERS; ARCHITECTS;
QUALITY MANAGER) WHO CAN
	CONCENTRATE ON ONE PROJECT
+	COMPLETION DATE AND QUALITY
OF SOFTWARE is predictable

Before /after Comparison of Software Development at SAP
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the Perfect day

my company
my customers & colleagues
my workplace

me

1
“perfect day.” Criteria that impact the productivity of knowledge
at a time. The product manager would only check the requirements
at the end of the development process and only then consult the cus- workers were defined in three dimensions: “my workplace,” “my
customers and colleagues,” and “my company.” These include, for
tomer again. The disadvantages are evident: quality problems or the
example, employees receiving role-specific training that correneed to adapt to changing customer requirements were only noticed
sponds to their positions, or receiving constructive and timely feedvery late in the process. “Individual employees wasted a lot of time
back about their work results. “The approaches that improve
with “mental preparation” between the different simultaneous proja knowledge worker’s productivity are multifaceted. The greater the
ects,” says Khodawandi. Real teamwork was not possible.
degree to which the ten requirements of a perfect workday are fulfilled, the more productive the knowledge worker is,” says KhodawaWith assistance from Porsche Consulting, SAP has instituted a new
ndi. “The “perfect day” helps us to make the weaknesses more
lean development model (“Lean Software Development,” p. 23): tasks
are bundled into four-week takts and executed by teams of roughly ten transparent from the role’s perspective and thereby increase the
productivity of every single employee,” says Herbert Illgner, Chief
people (“Teams of Ten”) working at a single location (“Co-Location”).
The developers concentrate on a single project. Specifications are pro- Process Officer at SAP.
cessed according to priority and the results checked after each takt.
The results are impressive, with productivity gains of over 40 percent.
To ensure that “lean” ideas take root in employees’ minds,
And thanks to continuous improvement, the gains just keep coming.
around 1,000 development managers worldwide go through the
Lean Leadership Program (LLP). It is essential for managers to
The lean development model is not the only change at SAP. Together exemplify lean principles to achieve continuous improvement.
The procedure at LLP follows a standardized model (see LLP
with Porsche Consulting, SAP created a requirement model for the
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Lean Leadership is based on a learning circle
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“A manager can’t be afraid of red lights.”

graphic). First, there is an introductory event (phase 1) at which
the aims and sequence of the program are introduced and discussed and individual support needs are dealt with. In phase 2,
the behavior of management is analyzed as members of
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management are ‘shadowed’ for a day by business coaches.
“This enables us to identify particular quirks, talents, and potential of the management as well as features of the management
culture. For example, whether management hold feedback discussions or think too little in processes,” explains principal
Anette Bartram. After phase 2, a decision is made regarding
how and when to work on features of the leadership culture and
personal potential during the next few months. In addition, talents are strengthened—they are, after all, the basis of the management culture we wish to improve. Management behavior is
trained and evaluated in workshops (phase 3). After that, all
participants take stock together (phase 4). The results are positive: “Lean Leadership is the most successful program that
we’ve ever done here at SAP,” says Björn Goerke, Senior Vice
President for Technology and Platform Core at SAP. Anette Bartram observes: “The managers now approach their environment
more thoughtfully. They have learned to ask the right questions,
assign tasks in a clear way, and talk about pleasant as well as
unpleasant topics.” f
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Not only processes and management
policy have changed at SAP.
Lean management also improves
the physical work environment.

PHoto_zooey braun

In SAP’s “Office Space for Teams”
concept, teams will work together
on projects in open offices.

“we were having
difficulty in
consistently
bringing innovations
to market.”
Consulting was open enough to let the discussion within SAP take place
and support it although it was sometimes not easy to do so.”
In 2009, SAP began the “go-lean” process in earnest, in each of its major business areas; it became clear that the new web-based software
solution Business ByDesign was in trouble and would be launched some
18 months later than planned. It was equally clear to all involved that
they would have to produce an update for the on-demand product every
six months—and that they couldn’t afford such delays in the future. The
solution: the development processes were put on an interval schedule
in accordance with lean management methods. Instead of stretching
out the software development process for up to one and a half years,
the tasks were broken down into takts of four weeks and distributed to
Georg Kniese, Chief Operating Officer SAP

teams of about ten people. The breakthrough came in 2010: With the
relaunch of “ByDesign,” for the first time SAP was finished with a product by the scheduled date and in the desired quality. And not only that:
Employee satisfaction with regard to teamwork improved and the “lone
warrior” phenomenon became a thing of the past. To further support
the team-based approach, the “Office Space for Teams” project was
created by the technology development department. A new, open-office

p

be pressed into a “lean template.” “The question was how important

the process is and how important the developer is—a person who gen-

concept promotes interdisciplinary team communication and cooperation, and has already proven itself in the pilot phase.

erally works alone in a dimly lit room and thinks up algorithms overnight
that then become a huge success,” in the words of Herbert Illgner, who

In addition to structures and processes, the leadership culture was also

as Chief Process Officer is responsible for organization issues. Porsche

examined. “Since with knowledge work there are no physically visible

Consulting’s approach was helpful for the change process. Normally

results, leadership is all the more important,” says Dr. Ulrich Guddat,

consultants come into the company with a great deal of zeal and tell ev-

partner at Porsche Consulting. Only when leadership behavior changes

eryone, “OK, so this is what you have to do,” says Kniese. “But Porsche

does the lean management model really take root in the company, and
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“the question was
how important the
process is and how
important the
developer is.”
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a continuous improvement process is established that goes beyond the
one-time introduction of a new method and begins to be maintained by
the employees themselves. But what is “lean leadership?” “A lean leader
leads in a results-oriented manner,” explains Anette Bartram, principal
at Porsche Consulting and responsible for the lean leadership portfolio.
“He monitors key figures for quality, costs, delivery, and motivation—
and reacts when deviations occur.” To do so, a lean leader always has
to know what’s happening on site and have no fear of “red lights.” In
traditional companies, by contrast, problems are often concealed out
of a fear of looking bad in front of management. Productivity gains of
more than 40 percent at SAP are a compelling indicator of success.
Snabe also sees major competitive advantages for SAP. In the past,
companies presented software to customers after a year of development. “And if they weren’t satisfied, we needed another year to implement their suggestions.” Now SAP can present results every four weeks.
A visibly content Snabe sums up: “The upshot is that we’re much faster
and much better at responding to customers’ wishes.” SAP HANA is
proof. “HANA is the fastest-growing product in the history of SAP,” says
Snabe. In 2011, the southern German company had sales of 160 million
euros with the new product.
And a new concept called “Design Thinking” is providing a new impetus
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for innovations. This approach looks at problems strictly from the customer’s point of view. A pilot project with the IT talent incubator Hasso
Plattner Institut resulted in a new first: it took a mere three months to
create an app for planning, executing, and post-processing cruises.
Snabe plans to keep the turbo running: “Innovations are the basis for
all growth.”
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Strategy: How Boehringer Ingelheim
is saving 100 million euros
with a new supply chain.

Less is more
_Katharina Becker
_Olaf Hermann
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Employees of Boehringer Ingelheim
microParts GmbH produce
the innovative Respimat® pocket inhaler
in clinical clean rooms.
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Pull, open, release: This device makes
it especially easy to inhale the finely
vaporized active ingredients.

T 

he sterile labs are lit with yellow light in order to keep out

An estimated 44 million people in the world suffer from shortness of

UV rays. Entry chambers and ventilation systems ensure

breath due to permanently constricted bronchial tubes. What specialists

that no stray particle of dust floats into the clean rooms.

call chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is known popularly

The employees wear white protective suits, hair nets,

as “smoker’s lung.” Nearly 15 percent of Germans over 40 years old

masks, and gloves. In the glassed-in production halls

suffer from it, and almost 30 percent of those over 70. In more than

on the floor above, machines are producing new inhaler

ten years of R&D work, Boehringer Ingelheim developed a pocket de-

components at a 45-second takt. At first glance, produc-

vice called the Respimat ® Soft Inhaler, which generates a slow mist of

tion of these super-fine vaporizers for asthma medications at Boehringer

fine spray without using propellants. Vaporized into tiny droplets with a

Ingelheim microParts in Dortmund has little in common with the production

diameter of about five micrometers, the active agent is of a size easily

of sports cars. But the pharmaceutical specialists asked Porsche Consult-

absorbable by the lungs. The inhaler is available in around 50 countries,

ing for advice on expanding production with the smallest possible invest-

with authorization pending in the USA. In view of the strong increase in

ment yet without impacting production costs, quality, or delivery service.

demand, production will soon be bursting at the seams. By 2015,
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Bitter pills
Boehringer Ingelheim has
a strong product pipeline.
This pharmaceutical company
has been increasing the level
of investment in its own research
and development for many years.

The pharmaceutical industry has
long been considered a hotbed
of profit, and Germany a paradise of pharmaceutical activity.
Spoiled by success, the industry
is now feeling pressure from several sides, however.
Drug prices have been the subject of debate for decades now,
with health insurance companies
objecting to rising costs. Producers counter that medical progress
cannot be made for free. For a long time the producers could determine the prices for their new drugs themselves, but that golden age
is past—and not just for the German pharmaceutical industry, otherwise known as “the world’s pharmacy.”
“Financial concerns plus the pressures on social welfare budgets in
many countries mean that the pharmaceutical sector is facing an increasingly difficult business environment,” says Dr. Engelbert Günster,
the CEO of Boehringer Ingelheim Deutschland GmbH. Yet despite all
the economic crises the pharmaceutical market is growing worldwide,
and should continue doing so by as much as four percent annually
through 2015 according to estimates by the credit insurer Euler
Hermes. As CEO of the second-largest German pharmaceutical corporation, Günster also sees favorable prospects on account of the rising average age of the population.
But cracks are appearing in the foundation of the sector’s revenues.
Many patents on high-profit blockbuster products, which analysts
estimate will account for sales of 150 billion dollars until 2015 for
major companies in the industry, are close to expiry. The end of
these generally 20-year patents clears the way for cheaper imitation
products, i.e. generics. And in part because development costs for
new medications have increased fourfold over the past 15 years, the
industry does not have enough new products in the pipeline to compensate for the decline in income. It takes eight to twelve years to

develop a new drug. And of
5,000 to 10,000 substances
studied, only one or two will
ultimately go onto the market
as new products.
Founded in 1885, the familyowned Boehringer Ingelheim
business invested around one
fifth of its sales in 2011 in
R&D of drugs and treatments
for diseases of the respiratory, cardiovascular, and central nervous
systems as well as for metabolic disorders and infectious diseases.
Just about two thirds of its prescription drugs are under patent protection. One high-selling drug for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), or “smoker’s lung,” is SPIRIVA®, with nearly 3.2 billion
euros in sales last year—or around a quarter of the company’s total.
Eighty-four new products are under development. “The fact that we
continue to invest in research and development means we have a
strong product pipeline,” says Günster. He considers it fortunate
that Boehringer is not under pressure from the stock market in this
regard. “Instead of having to bring in short-term results, as a familyowned business we can concentrate on long-term growth—even in
multi-generational terms.”
Patent expiry is not the only concern in the industry, however. Pressure is also coming from politicians seeking to check the explosion
in healthcare costs by cutting drug and treatment prices and by
evaluating benefits more critically. “Instead of having treatment focus on the needs of patients, we’re seeing cost or reimbursement
factors become the all-important standard in many countries,” says
Günster. This trend has a disproportionate effect on research-based
companies like Boehringer Ingelheim. “Researching and producing
at German prices but selling at Greek prices—that can’t work over
the long term,” he adds. It’s all the more important therefore to
continually examine processes and structures and to have the company run efficiently.
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The springs in the Respimat® pocket
inhaler generate a nozzle pressure
of 200 bar. This produces a slow,
prolonged, gentle mist, which is
especially easy for patients to inhale.

capacity is expected to more than double, to 44 million units a year.
“We want to expand production without just adding more surface space,”
says Dr. Heiko Rengel, the managing director of Boehringer Ingelheim
microParts. Because the product may not yet have final authorization
in the target markets at the point when investments are made in the
buildings and special machinery, every month that can be waited is
equivalent to cash in the hand. However, investment decisions cannot
be put off until past the point that delivery can be ensured when the
authorization does come. This is a fine line to walk. From experience
at their own company, the consultants from Porsche know only too well
that it pays to take a very close look at the supply chain strategy and
to make structured plans.
“The pharmaceutical sector can learn a fair amount from the automobile
industry,” says Rengel. For example, that companies don’t have to do
everything on their own. Boehringer has already outsourced nearly 60
percent of added value to suppliers. “That’s a lot,” is what the people in
Dortmund thought. “That’s a little,” said the consultants from Porsche.
The fact that the sports car maker delegates about 80 percent of its
production to suppliers—including for ceramic brakes, one of the core
components of its cars—was met with surprised looks. Close cooperation with partners is the only way to ensure high quality and an utterly
reliable supply chain. “It’s important that the core areas of expertise
stay at the company,” says Dirk Pfitzer, a partner at Porsche Consulting.
At Porsche this means creating the vehicle concept and developing and
running the supply network. At Boehringer Ingelheim microParts,
32
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The final production stage combines the different modules and assemblies into the finished Respimat® inhaler.

managers first devoted intensive thought to

investments, and quality. The best concept

precisely identifying their core areas of exper-

was then subjected to detailed fine tuning.

tise. One of these of course is the uniblock,

These thought exercises paid off. With the pro-

consisting of filter structures and a nozzle built

cedure that it ultimately adopted, the Dort-

on an etched silicon wafer the size of a pin-

mund-based company invested only half as

head. “It’s the pride of our engineers,” says

much as it had originally planned. And it low-

Thomas Mehlhorn from the Boehringer project

ered production costs per unit in the process.

team. Another is the precision injection mold.

In concrete terms this means that thanks to a

By contrast, areas that did not qualify included

later investment date, gradual outsourcing to

parts of the cartridge packaging, the plastic

suppliers, and new synergies among the exist-

closure, and certain cleaning processes.

ing production processes, Boehringer Ingelheim will save more than 100 million euros

Based on this assessment, the project team

over five years. “Results like these can only be

first drew up the ideal added-value chain—

achieved by thoroughly examining the existing

without restrictions. “It expands our horizons

supply chain and making structured plans,”

to think that we can start at square one,” ex-

says Pfitzer. And as Rengel concedes, “We

plains Pfitzer. Many questions then paved the

didn’t think we could expand our capacity this

road to possible scenarios: Can the existing

much without erecting a new building.”

buildings be used for other purposes? Can machinery be outsourced? In which parts of the

f

“We didn’t think
we could expand
our capacity this
much without
erecting a new
building.”

world should segments of the supply chain be
located? The three most promising scenarios
were then scrutinized on the basis of criteria

Dr. Heiko Rengel, managing director

such as flexibility, production costs, one-time

of Boehringer Ingelheim microParts
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Colombini

Made to
Measure
The Colombini family firm has conquered the living rooms of Italy
from its base in the mini-state of San Marino. The company’s
young boss Emanuel Colombini is now setting his sights
on New York, Tallinn, and Shanghai.
_Sven Heitkamp
_Olaf Hermann

Y

ou could hear a pin drop

out Europe, Russia, Asia, and North America.

when Emanuel Colombini

His recipe for success: Italian lifestyle for the

talks about his strate-

middle class.

gies for the future of his
furniture company. The

The Colombinis’ furniture adventure began in

young executive—who is

the 1960s—a time in which the Riviera was

only in his mid-thirties, al-

a popular holiday destination. The founders,

though he has already been at the helm for

Emanuel Colombini’s father and two uncles,

a few years—folds his hands thoughtfully

quickly made a name for themselves furnishing

and speaks with a quiet voice. A charged si-

the fine hotels of Rimini. But the good times

lence envelops the managers arrayed in black

couldn’t last forever, so the brothers branched

leather chairs around the dark conference ta-

out into bedrooms and children’s rooms.

ble. They are impressed by the authority and
charisma of the young man, who—following

Today, top-selling items include bright, color-

his father’s untimely death—assumed his fa-

ful bunk beds with stairs, wheels and rounded

ther’s mantle with visionary ambition, clever

forms for the bambini as well as simple, clean

precision, and a reserved demeanor.

forms and reserved grays for mamma and

papà. The Colombini Group has been atop the
And with great success. Since Emanuel Colom-

Italian market in these areas for years. And not

bini took over as head of operations at the mid-

only that. In 2009, the young boss bought the

sized furniture company, he has nudged the

kitchen manufacturers “Febal” and “Rossana,”

San Marino-based group onto world markets

two premium brands that embody the highest

with panache and great ideas. Under his direc-

design standards. The acquisitions rounded

tion and the presidency of his uncle Ivo, the

out the group’s product range and garnered

company has become a sophisticated indus-

significant market share.

trial furnishings specialist with roughly 1,000
employees in six factories and annual turnover

In contrast to a certain Scandinavian furniture

of 180 million euros, with customers through-

discounter, however, Colombini rarely
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The young heir to the family
business, Emanuel Colombini,
successfully heads the company
that bears his family’s name.
“The search for beautiful forms,”
he says, “is an important
part of our corporate philosophy.”
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Purple, red, white, or woodcolored: Customization
options are an important
part of Colombini’s appeal
for customers.

appears under its own name in its home

signed the multifaceted Primavera kitchen sys-

market. Seven brands—among them “Artec”

tem, noted for its linear, avant-garde look.

and “Sofup,” “Golf” and “Vitalyty”—have
been developed under the group umbrella.

Colombini customers are also treated to com-

All of them share the Colombini philosophy:

prehensive service: they can choose the size

Italian style, smart, chic and uncomplicated,

and color of many pieces in the store or at

firmly ensconced in the mid-range segment,

home on their computer. The desired dimen-

and combined with perfect service. Eman-

sions are simply ordered online, and delivery

uel Colombini knows: his customers—gener-

is generally within two weeks. Customer ser-

ally young families—don’t want dime-a-dozen

vice and delivery of quality spare parts are

shelving units or rickety dorm-room sofas;

assured after the purchase as well. Colombi-

they want high-quality, functional design that

ni’s industrial backbone makes it all possible:

provides good value for money.

computer-controlled mechanical production

With the “Made in Italy” label, he is looking to

quantities and short delivery times (see “The

lines enable customized production in great
address younger demographics both at home

Colombini System” on p. 40). Some of the ma-

and abroad that appreciate the Italian lifestyle

chines were manufactured—and patented—

and are willing to pay a bit more for innovative

especially for Colombini by major German and

home furnishings. “Good design, beautiful, lus-

Dutch companies.

trous surfaces, and a variety of colors are our
key to success,” says Colombini. To make sure

But it is not only the family firm’s portfolio

that those high standards are met, he employs

that has been augmented. With a combination

an in-house “Centro Stile,” an idea factory that

of patience, prudence, and courage, Eman-

follows current trends and continuously devel-

uel Colombini has pursued a course of cau-

ops new materials and products. Ten archi-

tious opening in order to make “Colombini”

tecture studios design the actual furniture.

more well-known, bigger, and more success-

Among them is that of star designer Matteo

ful across the world. Under his father’s stew-

Thun, a student of Oskar Kokoschka, who has

ardship, the company with the discreet Greek

designed countless award-winning buildings

temple as its logo didn’t even practice direct

and design objects in Europe. For Colombini

marketing. In the second generation, how-

subsidiary “Febal,” Thun’s studio recently de-

ever, it has launched a public presence—
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The San Marino-based
furniture manufacturer
captures the zeitgeist
with classic design.

Vivid colors and lustrous surfaces are among the keys to Colombini’s success.
The cheery colors are especially popular and Customers can customize many pieces
in the showroom or over the internet – the computer-aided custom
manufacturing process in San Marino takes care of the rest.
The company also has its own “Centro Stile” and draws ideas from
renowned designers like Matteo Thun.
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From living rooms to
bedrooms—Colombini has
a wide product range.
That requires clear structures.

The Colombini system
The fully automatic furniture
production at Colombini
is clockwork precision in action.
Porsche Consulting helped
optimize processes.
One after another, bright boards speed
along the conveyor belts. Green, pink, blue,
orange, red, and brown boards with bar
codes move from machine to machine. They
are cut, painted, and glued. The sounds of
wood and machines rattling and screeching
emanate from every corner of the multistory factory. A fully automatic, seemingly
endless high rack storage system stores
the finished parts in its depths before yielding them again for the next work step. Computer screens blink, employees in gray overalls roll down long corridors on bicycles,
driverless transport cars drive along yellow
markings as if steered by some magic force.
The fully industrialized furniture production
from Colombini in San Marino has as much
to do with carpentry as fretwork has to do
with CNC technology. The machines run
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000

individual parts
from 6 am to 9 pm, and through the night
if need be. 45,000 individual parts are produced daily. To distribute them to customers, 36 semi-trucks pull up to the

company’s docks each day. To ensure that
the factory runs not only with clockwork
precision, but also highly efficiently,
Colombini called in the services of Porsche
Consulting. And it’s paid off: production
capacity has risen by more than 20 percent,

20

%

while throughput times for the parts have
been reduced by a third—from eight
to a maximum of five days.

The reform process was aided by
the development of a Kaizen organization, which now has a department
of its own for continuous improvement in the company leadership. In
addition, the concept of “Total Productive Maintenance,” or TPM, was
incorporated into the production
process. This comprises cross-plant
planning to ensure better-coordinated factory processes, loss and
waste reductions, stricter controlling, and improved qualification of employees. The result: efficiency gains of up to
50 percent in some locations. Colombini
now follows the example of the Leipzig
Porsche plant, practicing just-in-time and
just-in-sequence manufacturing. All parts

are delivered at exactly the time and in exactly the order in which they are needed.
Sometimes simple steps made a big difference. The advisers from Porsche Consulting
meticulously examined the causes of machine
downtimes—and either corrected them or established consistent maintenance intervals.
Whereas previously machine breakdowns were
accepted with fatalistic equanimity, undesired
interruptions have now been reduced to a
minimum. “An hour of planned maintenance
is better than a half-hour of unplanned downtime,” says Federico Magno, CEO of Porsche
Consulting Italia, in explaining the underlying
philosophy. The result is optimal utilization
of manpower and material, less deviation,

50

%

reduced storage times, and fulfillment of
short turnaround times. “We have transitioned from reactive to proactive maintenance
of the factory systems,” says Magno. Colombini’s wooden boards speed through the hall
with greater precision than ever before.
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abroad at least—under the label “Colombini

work for the expansion shortly after taking

Casa.” “Colombini Casa” is opening brand

the reins. For his managerial team, he lured

nearby University of Bologna and helped out
in the office whenever he could. After the sud-

stores with trained staff to press ahead with

away executives from larger companies such

den death of his father, he left the univer-

the internationalization of the group and thus

as Fiat and other carmakers. They brought

sity and took over the family business—in

minimize its dependence on the domestic fur-

expertise and good contacts. Emanuel Co-

his mid-twenties.

niture industry. “The Italian market is satu-

lombini also established a new department

rated,” says Emanuel Colombini. “We can only

to work on developing sales. And it’s working

Just a few tokens of his childhood dream re-

generate growth abroad.”

indeed: Despite the turbulence generated by

main on the shelves of his office: trophies

the economic and financial crises of recent

from the San Marino Grand Prix, photos from

With stores in Paris, Madrid, Stockholm, Tal-

years, the firm has not had to lay off any

the last go-cart race for employees, models

linn, and Kiev, the young manager is conquer-

employeess. On the contrary: 2007 saw a

of Porsche cars. Emanuel Colombini seldom

ing new territory. Colombini is even making

major expansion of the headquarters in San

gets the chance to race. On the rare week-

strides in the USA: in 2011, he opened his

Marino. Moreover, the factory was optimized

ends when he isn’t working or checking out the

first kitchen showroom in New York. Colom-

with significant investments and the support

showrooms of his competitors, he climbs into

bini now operates more than 120 brand stores

of Porsche Consulting.

his Porsche GT3 and accelerates with care.
Just like at the wheel of his company.

and his products are represented in around
5,000 furniture stores worldwide. And that’s

Yet in spite of these successes, the man in

just for starters. “We have a long road ahead

the driver’s seat had not even been overly in-

of us,” says Colombini. “Doubling our growth

terested in taking over from his father. The

rates is a feasible goal.” The company no lon-

little boy who had once bounded through his

ger produces only in San Marino and Italy, but

father’s factory was more interested in tech-

has gotten its foot in the door of the Middle

nology and wanted to be a race car driver.

Kingdom with a plant in Beijing. “Colombini

“But I was given to understand quite early

China” has a store in Shanghai and displays its

on that one day I would have to take over

wares in another 40 furniture stores.

the company,” says Emanuel Colombini. So

The young executive began to lay the ground-

he undertook studies in economics at the

f

The final touches at the end
of a mechanized production chain.
Porsche Consulting helped Colombini
optimize its manufacturing processes
to save it time and money.
Well-trained employees remain
indispensable.
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Key
Figures
at a Single
Click
How companies can manage major projects better with the TRACK database.

_Sarah Kaiser

I

f you want to succeed in the increasingly competitive global

To master this challenge, Porsche Consulting and the IT company MSO

environment, you have to be ready for change. More and more

Solutions have developed an answer: The TRACK (Tool for Revenue, Ac-

companies are setting up companywide improvement pro-

tion and Cost control Keeping) database. It helps companies manage

grams. But many such programs fail, as Porsche Consulting

numerous subprojects at once. The management workload is reduced

has observed—because they‘re not managed transparently. “If

by up to 50 percent while transparency increases. A simple click calls

a company has to monitor ten projects simultaneously, it can

up an overview of the status of the overall program and important key

be done without much effort. It becomes more complicated,

figures. Employees can operate the application intuitively and access

however, with major projects, which may comprise 30, 50, or even 100

it with any common browser. Users can gain access via smartphones

subprojects,” says Dirk Pfitzer, partner at Porsche Consulting. The self-

or tablets from any location on earth. The software can be adapted

made Excel tables that many companies use are no longer a viable so-

to companies’ specific requirements, whether a company wants to fo-

lution. “It costs project managers too much time to maintain the lists

cus on lowering costs, restructuring the organization or establishing a

manually and then personally evaluate the results. Companies lose

company-wide continuous improvement process (CIP). Our graphics il-

track of defined measures and neglect their implementation. Deviations

lustrate the main functions taking a medical technology manufacturer

from objectives are not noticed either. In short: All that work is in vain.”

as an example.

f
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track

Our graphic shows the example of a medical
technology manufacturer that wants to achieve
positive earnings effects of 10 million euros by
2014. Subprojects include shifting production of
the “conventional OP lights” (no. 9) and expansion
of the “Asia sales initiative” (no. 13). The fields
“Target EBT” and “Actual EBT” indicate the target
potential and the potential already achieved.
Procurement of standard parts abroad (“Global
Sourcing,” no. 2) is intended to reduce material
costs by 2 million euros by 2014.

The traffic light before the subproject
indicates whether the project is on
schedule. If an important decision by the
board is still outstanding or a supplier
drops out, the traffic light is set to yellow or
red. This informs the lead project manager
that there is an issue to be resolved.
Countermeasures need to be described
and stored in the database and checked.
Only when the issue has been resolved
does the traffic light go green again.

This field indicates the implementation level
of the project: Has only an idea been
generated (implementation level 1) or
already a rough evaluation (implementation
level 2)? In implementation level 3, the
subproject is ready for approval and the
target potential has been confirmed by
controlling. Level 4 means the subproject has
been approved and at level 5 the potential
has been implemented and is in full effect. At
this point it shows up in the P&L statement.

3. Implementation level:

3

The start page of the database provides an overview of all subprojects as a scrolldown list. This enables the project management to call up the current status of
the respective projects at any time, for example before important meetings with the board. For each project, the title and responsible project manager are listed.
Individual read and write authorizations are configured for different roles such as lead project manager or subproject manager. This ensures confidentiality.
Projects can also be sorted by responsible person, traffic light status, or implementation level as required.

All projects at a glance:

2. Potential:

2

1. Red, yellow, or green:

Subprojects

1

Subprojects Overview

Home > Subprojects Overview
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Implementation
of Subproject

Implementation of Subproject

Implementation of Subproject

Implementation of Subproject

Individual measures are stored to
achieve these targets. The overview
page enables managers and all involved
employees to follow the status and
progress of the subproject in a timely
and transparent manner.

Subprojects

Subproject No. 11 – Product Cost Optimization for OR Lights Conventional and LED

Home > Subprojects Overview > Subproject No. 11 - Product Cost Optimization for OR Lights Conventional and LED

Implementation
of Subproject

Detailed descriptions document all
important information and
intermediate statuses for the
subprojects. The “product cost
optimization for OR lights
conventional and LED” (no. 11) has
been set for three years to 2014.
The overview describes both the
actual and target state. In addition,
the target and actual states are
quantified in euros and set against
each other in the form of a matrix.

Subprojects

Subproject No. 11 – Product Cost Optimization for OR Lights Conventional and LED

Home > Subprojects Overview > Subproject No. 11 - Product Cost Optimization for OR Lights Conventional and LED

1,250
450

4,000
100

4,100
175

3. Personnel costs reduction

4. reduction in Other outgoings and earnings

Total EBITDA effect

5. Depreciation reduction

Total EBIT effect

6. Interest reduction

3,100

4,275

3,000

3,500

0

161

3,339

80

3,259

500

871

1,350

538

actual

5,500

5,360

0

185

5,175

110

5,065

495

1,200

2,370

1,000

Target

3,600

4,115

0

193

3,922

96

3,826

600

960

1,620

646

actual

2013

8,000

10,000

0

350

9,650

185

9,465

1,045

3,000

3,920

1,500

Target

4,320

7,780

0

232

7,548

115

7,433

720

2,197

3,266

1,250

actual

2014

All monetary effects of the subproject are summarized in a “potential profit and loss statement” in the form of a comprehensive matrix at company level.
Cashflow effects are also listed. TRACK thus makes it possible to allocate all measures and their effects on the company’s year-end financial statements.
“The database thus also simplifies cooperation between the finance and controlling department and project managers from the production, development or
procurement departments,” says Dr. Wolfgang Freibichler, principal at Porsche Consulting. A current evaluation of profit- and cashflow-relevant changes is
possible at the push of a button. The results can thus be used in all important decision-making processes in a timely manner.

Profit allocation

8. One-off operating cashflow effect

Other effects

Total EBT effect

0

1,600

2. Material costs reduction

7. Extraordinary profit/loss

700

Target

2012

1. Turnover increase (contribution to P&L)

Potentials in €k

potential profit and loss statement

target

2012

∑ 4,275

1 idea drawn up
2 roughly evaluated
3 ready for release
4 adopted
5 Effective potential

0

1.000

2.000

3.000

4.000

5.000

6.000

7.000

8.000

9.000

10.000

in €k

2014

∑ 10,000

TRACK‘s greatest strength: Current reports and important key figures can be generated at any time. This
means that employees no longer have to tediously create evaluations manually in Excel or Powerpoint.
Important figures for the board can be delivered immediately and transparently. The example above
shows the potential of the medical technology manufacturer measured against the current levels of
implementation. There are currently just under 8 million euros of potential by 2014 already approved or
fully implemented (level of implementation 4 and 5).

Evaluations

2013

∑ 5,360

P&L Potentials by Implementation
Level over a Period of Years

The TRACK database will also be used at Porsche AG and will replace the management tools used to date. The database helps
the carmaker manage its 2018 group strategy. “TRACK provides us
with an optimal overview of all subprojects in the overall strategy,” says Dr. Robert Kallenberg, head of strategy for Porsche
AG. “Deviations from targets are immediately visible. This allows
us to react quickly to changes and counteract them.” The
Porsche Strategy 2018 sets the goal of making Porsche AG the
most successful manufacturer of exclusive sports cars by 2018.
The consultants from Porsche Consulting are accompanying the
growth strategy every step of the way. In the four dimensions
customers, finances, employees, and market, over 100 subprojects have been launched which must now be implemented, monitored, and managed until 2018.
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Insights

from

_sven heitkamp
_christoph bauer

a piano lesson
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At the photo session for the cover of this issue, Porsche Consulting President and CEO
Eberhard Weiblen met concert pianist Professor Gesa Lücker. Lücker didn’t miss a beat,
and proceeded to give Weiblen a piano lesson. The encounter took on a new dimension
when it became a dialogue on the marked parallels between music and management.

E

lton John’s classic piece “Song for Guy” floats through

example from books, exhibitions, and nature. “I learn from all those

the concert hall at Schimmel Pianos. The full tones of

who pursue their professions with passion,” she says.

the shiny black grand piano fill the renowned instrument
maker’s wood-paneled hall in the northern German city

The starting point for Lücker’s work is the end result. “When practicing

of Braunschweig. At the keyboard sits Eberhard Weiblen,

for a performance,” she says, “I have an ideal in my ears from the very

a business consultant by profession and a piano student

beginning.” Practicing efficiently means pursuing interim aims and con-

in his free time. He beams. But the charming teacher at his side gently

centrating on single aspects. A considerable degree of self-reflection is

brings him back down to earth. “That’s quite good. But it’s better to

also required. “I’m always comparing my ideal with reality,” she remarks.

play more slowly, to add pauses. People who want to play too quickly
become tense.” This piano lesson is also a lesson in life.

Concentration is a matter of inner motivation, she says. “A flame blazes

Lücker knows what she’s talking about. Born in Braunschweig in 1976,

works—otherwise you’re just not there.” That’s a lesson for life. “Peo-

she is a prize-winning concert pianist and a professor at the Musikhoch-

ple who don’t put all their energy into their talents and their ways of life

inside of me, a passion burns. If you’ve got this fire, then everything

schule (College of Music) in Cologne. She started to play at the age

won’t be successful—or happy,” says this teacher of master courses.

of six, and gave her first concert at nine. She has appeared through-

Career planning is superfluous here. Weiblen agrees. Successful person-

out Germany, as well as in New York, Paris, and Shanghai. Lücker and

nel management is also in large part a matter of finding and developing

Weiblen meet to compare notes. What does perfection consist of? How

strengths. “People who do things that fit in with who they truly are will

do you hit the right tone? How do you create your next masterpiece ef-

be successful,” he says. In the process, Lücker asserts that it’s crucial

ficiently? The manager and the musician quickly realize that their very

to maintain a balance between creativity and order—and this is one of

different activities nevertheless reveal astounding parallels.

Weiblen’s principles too. “An orderly process is needed to put creative
results on track,” he says. That’s why it’s so important to identify and

Weiblen is concerned with the question of how a good company can be-

eliminate every type of waste at companies.

come a top-flight one. The answer from music is clear. “Masterpieces,”
says Lücker, “have universal significance. They are rich in ideas and

In music, superfluity can even destroy a piece, says the piano consul-

content, and can be interpreted in endless ways. You never get tired

tant. “Too much tinsel can make something into a horrible piece of

of hearing them.” For this soloist, the interpretation of a great piece

kitsch. By contrast, a musical phrase played in simple, streamlined,

of piano music only becomes a masterpiece when every dramatur-

and precise form has the most moving effect.” Weiblen associates that

gical detail works, and when everything comes together. “Top musi-

with a leitmotiv from Antoine de Saint-Exupéry: “Perfection isn’t

cians,” she says, “inspire even their colleagues. And that doesn’t hap-

achieved when there is nothing more to add, but when there is nothing

pen very often.”

left to take away.” The insight gained from this piano lesson is that
similar factors are responsible for the success of both concerts and

Technical perfection alone, however, is not the measure of all things
in music. It can make an interpretation predictable and boring. “You
can’t just concentrate on preventing errors,” says Lücker. “For the result will lack spirit and musical depth, character, and expression.” Her
art is therefore not just a question of hard work and manual skill, but
also of inspiration. She pursues new thoughts not only in her studio.
Just as Weiblen learns from physicians and pilots, mountain climbers
and, yes, musicians, Lücker seeks ideas beyond her grand piano—for
46
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a german family-owned company has to fight hard
to keep producing its world-famous pianos

Masters
of tone
Upright and grand pianos are highly sensitive instruments. Those from Wilhelm Schimmel
Pianofortefabrik meet the highest demands placed on quality and tone. Every day the company’s
190 specialists exercise their exquisite sensitivity and feeling for the finest nuances of perfect tone.

_Dagmar Deckstein
_olaf hermann
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Y

ou can never take perfection far enough on a piano,”
says Hannes Schimmel-Vogel. He sits down on a leathercovered bench in front of a shiny black concert piano,
and strokes the keys almost lovingly. The director of the
factory in the northern German city of Braunschweig is

1

not a trained piano maker, but rather a business admin-

istrator. Members of this latter profession are associated more with a
passion for numbers than a pronounced love for music. But SchimmelVogel is a striking exception to the rule. The 42-year-old son-in-law of
Nikolaus Wilhelm Schimmel, the founder’s grandson, is completely dedicated to the traditional way of making instruments. “Every upright, and
every grand piano, is a unique instrument with its own personality and
soul,” he says softly as he guides his guests on this day through the
production facilities in Braunschweig. With five different production areas on premises measuring 20,000 square meters, the company makes
around 1,500 upright and grand pianos a year—by hand of course in
the finest quality.
In the “body-building” section of the production facilities, sure-handed

2

carpenters glue the components of a grand piano’s resonance chamber
together. The instrument’s perfect sound is due to the wood, which can
be up to 300 years old. It is mountain spruce from a part of the Bavarian
Forest leased by the company. A few steps away, specialists are pulling
250 steel strings over a cast-iron frame painted in orange-red, which
can withstand up to 21 metric tons of tension. With the help of modern
computer technology, this frame is designed to be robust yet also to
save as much material as possible. Too much mass swallows vibrational
energy. The felts on the hammerheads are made of premium-class fine
wool from Merino sheep specially bred in Australia. These felts will later
enable the strings to sing. “There may be people who make fun of this
type of passion for detail,” says Schimmel-Vogel, “but we call it quality.”
For all the love of quality, the company is facing some hard realities.
In business terms, the golden days of making pianos lie in the past. In
the 18th and 19th centuries, fortunes rose rapidly as composers such
as Mozart, Beethoven, and Chopin became the cultural icons of their
time. Devoted to these stars, the educated urban classes played their
music on many high-grade upright and grand pianos in fine bourgeois
salons. These days the world is different, with the tone in the 21st century set by digital downloads. Making music on one’s own piano at home
doesn’t have the same prestige anymore, and instrument makers have
to fight hard for the remaining buyers. At the same time, competitors
from Japan and China are flooding the market with digital pianos. Of the
several hundred German piano makers that provided the 19th-century
bourgeoisie with instruments, only around a dozen remain. The middle
class on the piano market is stagnating, while the trend is diverging toward two extremes: cheap, or exclusive and expensive.
Schimmel is one of the few piano makers that continue to exist. To
remain competitive in this tough business, the Braunschweig-based
company has had to change a lot—yet was still unable to avoid
48
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1	The felts on the hammerheads are made of fine wool from
Merino sheep specially bred in Australia.
2	In one consignment zone the keyboard covers are removed
for painting. the paint is applied in 13 steps and then
polished to a high gloss.
3	The timbre intonation is shaped by several hundred needle
pricks into the felts on the hammerheads—88 of them on
each instrument.

Hannes Schimmel-Vogel,
head of instrument making

4

5

4	Assembling a grand piano: More than 10,000 individual parts
are attuned to each other with the highest degree of precision.
5	The cast-iron frame forms the backbone of the resonance chamber,
withstanding more than 21 metric tons of tension from the strings.
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The expertise and skill needed to
build the housings, the love of wood
as a natural product, and the artistic
design of the individual inlays have
been cultivated and passed down
since 1885. It takes two years of
training to become a master, and
twenty years to become a concert
technician.

insolvency in 2009/2010. Today the specialist company is struggling

individuals examine the finished pianos in soundproof rooms at the end

to regain its place in the market, step by step, with smoother and more

of the production halls. Their job is to bring the timbre in the tones to

efficient production (see the report to the right) and a new multi-brand

life. They press the 88 white and black keys, bend deep down into the

strategy. For example, the medium-priced segment sold under the “Vo-

instruments to do painstaking needlework on the hammerheads and

gel by Schimmel” brand now includes less expensive models made at

then smooth them. Time cannot play a role in this process. “If an into-

a factory founded in 2004 in the Polish city of Kalisz. Schimmel is hav-

nateur says he needs three more hours, then he gets these hours,” says

ing even lower priced instruments for beginners made by licensed pro-

Schimmel-Vogel. “We never, ever, make any compromises in our preci-

ducers in China under the “May Berlin” name—and the Chinese market

sion work or the quality of the tone.”

is showing promising growth. The top line runs under the “Schimmel”
name, with superior instruments of the highest quality made in Braunschweig from around 10,000 individual parts.
Some of the company’s most important capital consists of the sense
of hearing in certain very specialized staff members. At the end of the
production chain, it’s time for the workers known as “intonateurs.” These
50
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Getting the right beat
How commercial factors at a production enterprise can be brought into harmony with individuality and quality.

“We’ll have to see,” “I can’t say exactly at the moment,” and “Perhaps we’ll manage it today”—these are the types of responses that
Hannes Schimmel-Vogel used to hear two years ago on inquiring
when certain piano parts would be delivered. Today things have
changed. Big boards, known as control boards, mean that all employees can see at a glance which production steps still need to be done
and where exactly each instrument is along the line. “Without these
control boards,” says Schimmel-Vogel, “we would never have made
it through the crisis.”
Schimmel-Vogel and his staff have gone through hard times, and they
still aren’t completely in the clear. But step by step, the small Braunschweig company is fighting its way back into the front ranks of premium piano makers. Porsche Consulting helped Schimmel to find and
eliminate its weak areas. With the help of value-stream mapping,
they identified inventories and production steps that were leading to
excess output and defects. Schimmel and Porsche worked together
to develop the Schimmel Production System (SPS), which rapidly resulted in marked improvements. “The key to success was the training
of the entire staff—from craftsmen to Mr. Schimmel-Vogel—every
day over a period of three months,” says senior project manager
Siegfried Runkel who has been advising Schimmel since 2010. A consignment zone known as the “supermarket” now helps the employees
ensure that production runs punctually, smoothly, efficiently, and in
takt—the right part at the right place at the right time. In contrast
to before, components and instruments are now assigned set places
in a clear structure and can be accessed with a single hand movement. And thanks to the control board, responses like “We’ll have
to see” are a thing of the past.

The results are impressive. The throughput time for producing
a grand piano, for example, has dropped from 8 to 6.4 months. In
the wooden parts segment, the throughput time per component has
fallen from 30 to 17.8 days. Dr. Ulrich Guddat, a partner at Porsche
Consulting, also points out the clean, tidy production surfaces and
workbenches between the well-lit offices of the master builders.
“Schimmel’s employees approved all the restructuring measures from
the existing budget” he observes. “Not a cent was spent on extra
investments for that.” But that didn’t mean the job was easy. “It took
nearly a year until all the employees were convinced that the changes
were necessary,” says Runkel. Today it’s clear that the main benefit
of the new, more transparent production processes is the fact that
their own jobs are now easier.
For the next step, company head Schimmel-Vogel and the Porsche
consultants want to integrate the successes achieved thus far into
a vision of the future in the form of a balance sheet plan. A balance
sheet and profit-and-loss calculation will be used to derive planning
targets and to have them approved by the management team. After
all, the reduced inventories and shorter throughput times are also
having an effect on financial indices such as overall capital turnover,
liquidity, and return on overall investment. Guddat calls this demonstration of the financial effectiveness of lean processes and their
projection into the future a “talking balance sheet.” For SchimmelVogel, it is “music to my ears.”
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How do you get
14 factories to TOE
the same line?
Lipetsk Cooling
(Russia)

Yate

Lipetsk Washing
(Russia)

(UK)

Melano
(Italy)

Manisa

(Turkey)

Albacina
(Italy)

Radomsko
Dishwashing

Comunanza
(Italy)

(Poland)

Teverola

Radomsko
Washing

(Italy)

None

(Poland)

Łód ź
Cooking
(Poland)

(Italy)

Łód ź
Cooling

Carinaro
(Italy)

PHOTOs_indesit

(Poland)
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Change processes require
a solid and realistic structure

_Dagmar Deckstein

The Italian household appliance manufacturer Indesit Company is putting its processes to
the test. It wants its 16,000 employees to rethink—and all at the same time in different
countries and cultures. Seven key factors are paving the way to success.

F

ushered in a new era: “Indesit Manufactur-

The Albacina plant has increased productivity

ing Excellence.” IME is an excellence project

by 10 percent over three years. “This was only

with the objective of putting all processes in

possible because the changes were taken on

its 14 plants in five countries to the test. The

board and implemented by the 400 employees

tried and tested first step in the excellence

from the outset,” says Belingheri. Management

campaign is a leaner and less wasteful pro-

made a strong effort to explain the moves and

duction process.

get staff excited about the new ideas. Other
plans are also in the works, for instance to

While his focus is firmly on the future, Beling-

increase productivity even more by reconfig-

actory manager Claudio Belin

heri is more than happy to talk about the pro-

uring the entire production facility with a plat-

gheri is in the thick of the

duction optimizations that have already taken

form strategy. But that’s the future. Or as Jo-

change process, and his enthu-

hold in Albacina. With a sweeping gesture, he

sef Nierling of Porsche Consulting Italia says:

siasm for the project is evident:

points to the meters-long high bay racks in

“Such a transformation process takes at least

“Ideally we would have an en-

which a few hundred ovens—the heart of ev-

five years, usually ten.” The Porsche principal

tirely new floor plan for the pro-

ery stove—wrapped in silver foil await trans-

has accompanied the Indesit project since the

duction facilities, and I hope that manage-

port to the assembly lines. “We used to have

beginning in 2009. And he’s not only support-

ment will approve it.” Belingheri is the boss of

7,000 units in stock that could fill a whole

ing Indesit’s excellence campaign in Albacina.

the oldest factory of the Italian household ap-

warehouse. Now we’ve cut storage space by

The 13 other plants in Italy, the UK, Russia,

pliance manufacturer Indesit Company, which

over 50 percent.” He continues at the assem-

Poland and Turkey, indeed the entire staff of
16,000 needs to be encouraged to keep mov-

began operations in Albacina, 60 kilometers

bly lines. In contrast to before, all assembly

west of Ancona, in 1957. Indesit Company is

parts—screws, lights, coils, cables, plugs,

ing forward with the continuous improvement

the second-largest manufacturer in its sector

switches—for the 90 different oven range

process. But how does it work? How do you

in Europe and primarily sells its products un-

models are now pre-sorted. Now they can be

carry out the complex task of getting so many

der the brands Indesit, Hotpoint and Scholtès.

delivered to the assembly line “just in time”

people from different cultures to toe the same

Three years ago, the appliance manufacturer

in wooden crates.

IME line?

p
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Radomsko, Poland:

managers and IME trainers assess the prog-

The excellence project

ress that has been made in each of the plants.

IME is visible for all

An IME Audit Checklist contains the 100 most

employees—on posters

important measures. Overall results for the

and in practice.

three years since the inception of the IME project are encouraging: A 17 percent increase in
productivity and 36 percent lower costs for
material and storage.

4. Solid communication
strategy
Modern digital communication technologies
make cross-national and cross-cultural cooperation in the IME project much easier. But
because production floor workers have only
limited computer access, intranet kiosks have
been installed in all plants. This enables all
16,000 employees to access current information in their own language regarding IME
and best practices from different plants on
the intranet. Currently, the washing machine
plant that was opened south of Łódź in Radomsko, Poland in 2008 is heading up the

Drawing on their common experiences,

the only way to ensure that changes are im-

Porsche Consulting and Indesit have identi-

plemented smoothly and sustainably.” Level 1:

innovation movement with 100 improvement

fied seven key factors for success in this com-

The company headquarters in Fabriano is fully

recommendations. Always a priority: ergo-

plex, cross-national and cross-cultural change

behind the excellence project, promoting syn-

nomics. With this clever idea, among others:

process:

1. Cost analysis
First, all 14 plants between Italy and Russia

ergies and communication between the loca-

Before, workers had to insert the instructions

tions as well as establishing best practices and

for the machines manually and check them

standards. It involves all different functions (e.g.

with a handheld scanner. Today this is done

product development) in the process. Level 2:

by an ergonomic apparatus with a fixed read-

The IME teams in the various countries coordi-

ing device. “This saves time and reduces arm

nate implementation of the changes and pro-

fatigue,” says Franco Mazzuccato, plant man-

were examined for savings potential. How

mote the training of IME officers as well as con-

ager from Łódź Cooling. Radomsko was also

and where are work, material, space and time

tact between them. They enable the exchange

responsible for the innovation of not having to

wasted? How can such waste of resources be

of best practices as well as regular training

fish parts required for assembly out of boxes

avoided? Project manager Claudio Brusatori

courses for employees. Level 3: The IME train-

above the assembly line. Instead, the Poles set

from Porsche Consulting Italia notes that there

ers work together with the plant managers of

up a sloping blue plastic box that is much eas-

were different factors in different regions. In

the 14 factories on a daily basis to implement

ier for assembly workers to reach into.

Russia, for example, complex logistics and an

the changes step by step.

overgrown bureaucracy were stifling profitability. The Italian plants, by contrast, are marked
by the productivity-sapping “deadweight” of excessive stock, inefficient layout of the assem-

3. Anchoring the objectives in the
Budget plans for all plants

bly lines and a surfeit of models.

2. Continuous improvement
on three levels
“The right organizational structure is indispens-

5. all employees
appreciate the benefits
“Best practices” are all well and good, but the

Concrete, measurable annual savings targets

decisive factor in implementing change pro-

are defined for each plant. This ensures that

cesses is demonstrating to employees how

the excellence project does not get bogged

they benefit by getting involved and encourag-

down between the varying interests of the

ing them to work together. The intranet plays

plants in the different countries. The targets

an important role as well: Employees from

are determined based on each plant’s individ-

different factories present short videos show-

able for optimal support of the IME project,”

ual cost and waste analyses. Together with

ing how much easier their work is after the

says Gary Osler, IME trainer from England. “It’s

the Porsche consultants, every year the plant

first improvement steps. At that point at the
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latest, employees recognize that IME is not

participants did not know who he was, says

and measures that would help them make fur-

some highfalutin management and consultant

Nierling. “But they projected a graphic onto

ther improvements. That was very gratifying

theory but the attempt to make each day a lit-

the wall that I had created at the start of the

for me. The Indesit people are pushing forward

tle better. And that doesn’t only pay off for the

process. They enthusiastically discussed ideas

with the changes.”

f

company, but also shows up in employees’ wallets: Indesit rewards savings targets met with
annual bonus payments. Highly dedicated and
innovative employees may also receive public
commendations or a gift certificate for Indesit
household appliances.

Indesit Company – Figures, Background, Facts
6. Workshops with
local members
At the Porsche Akademie, consulting clients
from every sector learn about the root causes
of waste in production by building a toy truck
on a small assembly line. The process always
gets hung up at some point—an eye-opening
experience. For Indesit, a dedicated academy
was set up in Fabriano in which Italian, English, Russian, Turkish and Polish employees
are trained. Instead of trucks, at Indesit toy
dishwashers are built. The employees are accompanied by the Milan-based consultants and
the 20 trainers who have been trained thus far
across Europe. “This really opens employees’
eyes,” says Josef Nierling.

7. Exchange between the teams
In order to profit from each other, the 20 trainers, whose ranks will grow over the coming
years, have teleconferences every two weeks.
They share their experiences and talk about

Indesit Company is one of the European leading manufacturers and
distributors of major domestic appliances (washing machines, dryers,
dishwashers, fridges, freezers, cookers, hoods, ovens and hobs). It is
the undisputed leader in major markets such as Italy, the UK and
Russia. Founded in 1975 and listed on the Milan stock exchange since
1987, the Group posted sales of €2.8 billion in 2011. Indesit Company
has 14 production facilities (in Italy, Poland, the UK, Russia and
Turkey) and 16,000 employees. The Group’s main brands are Indesit,
Hotpoint and Scholtès.

goals achieved or unexpected problems. “The
important thing is to keep the lines of dialogue
open,” says Francesco Celentano. He coordinates the IME project worldwide and has been
working for Indesit for ten years. And what
about the language problem? “Not an issue,”
says Celentano in fluent English. The plant managers and trainers also frequently converse in
Italian as well. To promote the exchange of experiences, they regularly rotate between the
different plants in the five countries.
Josef Nierling finds evidence that the IME project is on the right track in an unexpected experience. Recently he was working on his audit
checklist at the Albacina plant; next door, an
internal IME workshop was taking place. The
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Zentis wants to become the global market leader
in jam and ingredients for the dairy industry

a sixth

sense
for sweet fruits

Jam no longer plays the lead role at Zentis. The lion’s share of
the venerable company’s business is now dedicated to fruit preparations
for the milk processing industry. A highly competitive market.
Top quality, clever innovations, and an international expansion strategy
are making Zentis ready for the future.

_Dagmar Deckstein
_Christoph Bauer

B

reakfast without jam? For Karl-Heinz Johnen, the notion
is “simply inconceivable.” The executive for marketing
and sales for the Zentis fruit specialists from Aachen
near the border where Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands meet concurs with his executive colleague Dietmar Otte. Both love “black cherry” on warm croissants.

Of course, as specialists in the realm of fruity temptations, staying
close to the product is an occupational necessity for the two men. And

the product is more varied than ever—and not just as spreads.
Karl-Heinz Johnen (51) grew up with jams and jellies. He was just
three years old when his father Heinz-Gregor took over as head of the
company in 1964 —the first outside manager to run the family firm.
32 years later, Johnen Junior succeeded his father. Colleague Dietmar
Otte (60) has been head of production and technology since 2006.
56
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Strawberries, apricots, raspberries—
selected fruits from growing regions
around the world are delivered to the
Zentis plants.
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“Breakfast without jam?
Inconceivable!”
Karl-Heinz Johnen, head of marketing and sales at Zentis (left)

Zentis is known to most people as a manufacturer of breakfast prod-

raspberries, oranges, or plums. All top-grade, quality-checked fruits,

ucts—from marmalade to jam —and marzipan. But both account

as well as nuts, cereals, cocoa beans, and other raw materials. They

for just 30 percent of sales of 643 million euros (2011). Founded in

have to have outstanding flavor and aroma to pass the stringent

1893, the lion’s share of the venerable company’s business is now

quality controls at the receiving docks of the Zentis plants. “Fruits

dedicated to fruit preparations for the milk processing industry:

are highly sensitive products that have to be handled with great care

all major European milk processors are among Zentis’ customers.

and the strictest hygienic conditions,” says Johnen. Fruit prepara-

Sometimes they order proven commodities and sometimes clever

tions in particular are subject to demanding requirements. After all,

new fruit combinations to add to conventional and drinkable yogurts,

dairy products would go bad immediately if the fruit were not added

curd cheese preparations, ice creams, and rice pudding products.

in an aseptic process. The global “health wave” has upped the ante

320,000 metric tons of processed fruit thus find their way to end

yet again, with customers demanding health-conscious products.

customers through supermarket dairy sections each year. In this

Zentis has the answer: with products such as “Zentis 75 Percent

business-to-business market, Zentis has become the number one

Fruit” or “Zentis Balance,” the fruit specialist offers sugar-free and

producer in Europe and second worldwide behind the Austrian global

low-calorie yet intense fruit pleasure.

market leader Agrana. And they’re not finished yet: Zentis wants to
be the best fruit specialist in the world. Pretty ambitious. But the

Innovations  Company founder and grocer Franz Zentis laid the

executive triumvirate, the third member of which is head of finance

foundation for the success of the now 2,000-employee-strong com-

Stephan Jansen, has long since rolled up its sleeves and is press-

pany with a basic innovation: he processed dried apricots and sugar

ing ahead to achieve the company’s objective with a magical com-

into a marmalade (a citrus rule-defying misnomer that no one minded

bination of top quality, clever innovations, and a prudent expansion

back then) and called it “Famos— Feinste Aprikosen-Marmelade ohne

plan for non-European markets.

Sirup” (Finest Apricot Marmalade without Syrup). The product was a

Quality  At the heart of the operation is the carefully selected fruit,

a 60-member research and development team that works on cre-

which is frozen and shipped in containers and trucks from growing

ative innovations every day. There’s no shortage of ideas. They con-

regions around the world to Aachen or other plants in Hungary, Po-

tinuously dream up new flavor ideas and diverse product concepts,

land, and the US: strawberries, sour cherries, apricots, blueberries,

often in close cooperation with the respective customers.

hit. Such blockbusters are crucial to success. So Zentis invests in
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Around 320,000 metric tons of fruit every year are processed in Zentis plants in Aachen (Germany), Hungary, Poland, and the US.
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Fruit preparations are high-tech products processed in aseptic conditions. A dairy product would spoil immediately if the fruit preparations were not prepared
and added to the dairy products in an aseptic process.

“But the big question is which products will catch on and generate

expansion efforts. While Western Europeans consume an average

revenue,” says Johnen. And this is precisely the question he sought

of 13 kilograms of yogurt per year, the Americans, at less than four

to get to the bottom of with the assistance of Porsche Consulting

kilos, have plenty of catching up to do: “Considering the country’s

(see right). One thing is clear: “You can only score a blockbuster

310 million inhabitants, we see a lot of potential here,” says Otte.

if you try a lot of things.” Indeed, the development of the “Müller

So the company is looking for a second location in the US. The first

Corner” was highly influenced by the creation of chunky fruit prep-

Zentis plant went into operation near Chicago in 2007; five years

arations. A huge market success, as was the “stable banana split”

later, it is already approaching full capacity. This investment was

invented in 1998. Thanks to a patented manufacturing technology,

carefully deliberated by the family company—and that attention to

Zentis became the first company worldwide to create chocolate that

detail pays off: “The North American market is growing by up to 10

remained crunchy even after being stirred into yogurt.

percent annually,” says Otte.

Expansion Plans  Beyond demanding customers, the saturated mar-

By the way: In the US, yogurts with strawberry preparations are the

kets of Western Europe pose the biggest challenge. Zentis serves

cat’s meow. To refine the selection of strawberry varieties, Karl-

nearly every market in Europe, Asia, North and South America, Aus-

Heinz Johnen and Dietmar Otte are reaching for yogurts with the

tralia, and Oceania. They’re keen to increase their current export

red berry more and more often. But only yogurts. At the breakfast

rate of 28 percent: the US market is the primary focus of current

table with croissants and jam, “black cherry” is still the champ.
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Fruits with Roquefort cheese and beet yogurt

Zentis improves its indirect processes
related to fruit preparation. In focus:
product creation as well as planning and
control.
Zentis has always worked hard to better
itself. But to achieve continuous advancement, sometimes it helps to take a look
from the outside in. That’s why the company decided to take a closer look at its
processes in product creation, planning
and control, sales and marketing, quality
management, personnel management, and
even maintenance and process technology
together with a team of consultants from
Porsche Consulting. Potential for improvement was found in the product creation
process, for example: year in and year out,
Zentis produces thousands of refined flavor concepts. Be it “fruit with Roquefort
cheese” or “beet yogurt”—few ideas have
been left untried by Zentis’ intrepid food
technologists. But this innovative spirit
has its price.
Costs have to remain within certain
bounds in the future as well —and without compromising service. The application of lean principles is intended to reduce the cost of individual developments
while increasing efficiency. “Product development is a complex process in which
up to eleven departments work together.
This is often an area with potential for
improvement in manufacturing companies,” notes Michael Tribus, head of the
consumer goods division at Porsche Consulting. The important thing is not to
start the development of a concept until
all prerequisites, such as the availability
of raw materials, have been cleared with
the procurement apparatus. “The entire

process flow of a product development
must be transparent to all of the departments. The right information has to flow
at the right time,” says Porsche project
manager Thomas Stuchly. Thus a cross-department process was initiated that did a
better job of taking predecessor and successor relationships into account. At critical points in the process, milestones were
defined for all departments. These milestones must be met before a flavor concept is developed or refined.
Production planning and control were also
examined more closely. The challenge:
Large orders frequently come in with little
notice, meaning production capacity has
to be re-planned. A new planning and control concept is designed to bring relief
without having to turn down even a single
special customer request— customer satisfaction is Zentis’ number-one priority.
The two pillars of the concept are:
Annual sales planning and rolling
forecasts  The sales department conducts its annual planning in close cooperation with customers. The result is converted into a “rolling” plan and updated
monthly. Customer demands are queried
monthly and production plans adjusted.
The procurement department benefits because it can plan fruit procurement more
reliably. And for customers, required production capacity is reserved in good time,
guaranteeing an even higher degree of delivery service.
Frozen zone  A fixed share of production
capacity is always booked bindingly three
working days in advance. The variable
share serves as a buffer for short-notice

orders. This enables even greater planning stability while allowing the company
to react flexibly to special requests. The
concrete planning of individual orders is
done according to a sophisticated system
that ensures a stable and optimal production sequence.
Beyond these initiatives, additional potential for improvement was identified in the
administrative processes. Dietmar Otte,
head of production and technology at
Zentis, is extremely pleased with the insights. “The Porsche consultants have a
reputation for working in a constructive,
pragmatic, and methodically professional
manner, precisely identifying problems,
and explaining them clearly. That has
been our experience as well.”

Porsche Consulting – the magazine

FOUR COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS – AND WHAT’S BEHIND THEM

CHINA IS AN ECONOMIC MAGNET FOR COMPANIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD – as a production site,
procurement platform and, in the future, as the most important sales market. But what do we actually
know about the Middle Kingdom? And more importantly: Is our picture of Asian culture and consumption
correct? Porsche Consulting Magazine put a few (mis-)conceptions about China to the test.
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China

TO ERR IS
WESTERN
1. “Growth in China
materializes from thin air.”

alone,” says Dr. Heiko Rauscher, China expert and designated
head of Porsche Consulting Ltd. (see also “Porsche Consulting
to Open Subsidiary in Shanghai” on page 65). “The productivity

Wrong! China has become the world’s second largest economy

of employees as well as machines and systems must rise sub-

in leaps and bounds—its real GDP has grown by roughly 10

stantially. High and stable quality is an absolute prerequisite to

percent annually since 2000 and experts are predicting an-

being successful in an increasingly competitive environment.”

nual growth rates of approximately 8 percent for the years to
come—but it is nevertheless a mistake for Western firms in
China to take growth for granted. On the contrary, many Western companies are finding it increasingly difficult to achieve

2. “There are 1.3 billion people in China –
it can’t be difficult to find employees.”

profitable growth in China. For starters, many Chinese markets
are changing from seller markets to buyer markets. With in-

Wrong—at least with regard to skilled workers. China’s rapid

creasing experience and growing prosperity, Chinese custom-

growth means a lot of new jobs. But finding qualified per-

ers are becoming increasingly demanding in terms of product

sonnel to fill those jobs is a difficult task. China may be the

quality, prices, delivery times and service. Competitiveness is

most populous country on earth, but most Western compa-

also on the rise. Another stumbling block for profitable growth

nies are pouring into a few main centers: for example the

is rising factor costs. In addition to rents, personnel costs are a

Shanghai metropolitan area with the neighboring provinces

significant factor. Gross wages in China are still low compared

of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, the Beijing/Tianjin metropolitan area

to in the West—the average monthly wage in Shanghai, for ex-

or the Guangzhou/Shenzhen region. Western firms in these

ample, is around 500 euros. However, wages in many sectors

regions compete with each other for qualified workers. Edu-

are rising by 10 to 15 percent per year. Moreover, many com-

cation levels also fall short of the expectations of Western

panies in China are less productive than in the West: More staff

companies in many cases. Skilled tradesmen are all but non-

is needed to manufacture the same quantity of high-quality

existent. Professional training in the white collar sector is

products. Where Western companies require 300 staff to pro-

likewise not comparable to German standards. According

duce a certain quantity of product, some Chinese companies

to the Chinese Ministry of Education, roughly 24 million stu-

may need 400 to 500 employees. This increases the need to

dents attend the approximately 2,400 universities and other

focus on managing personnel costs. A third barrier to growth

institutions of higher learning, but the programs are seldom

is the lack of qualified personnel (see misconception no. 2).

practice-oriented. It is equally difficult to find qualified

“To continue growing in this environment, it’s not enough to

personnel for management positions. Moreover, keeping

invest in property, buildings and machines

employees

p
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is another problem—annual turnover rates of 20 to 40 percent are far from unusual. These challenges can be approached in two different ways. Companies can adapt work
operations to local qualification levels to the degree that
work processes allow. This might involve instituting a higher
degree of division of labor: Positions with comparatively
lower scopes of activity and higher repetition rates make
it easier to train new workers and enable steep learning
curves. Option two: Western companies need to invest more
heavily in employee qualification. This includes systematic
training programs for new and existing staff in the Chinese
branches. Some companies even fly staff to the company
headquarters to be trained by experienced instructors for a
period of weeks or even months. Beneficial sideeffect: This
simultaneously improves employee retention. “The most
successful companies are the ones that combine these two
approaches,” says Rauscher.

3. “If it works in the West,
it will work in China.”

4. “The Chinese are the masters of copying –
they don’t invent anything themselves.”
Dangerous misconception! Many Western companies still primarily regard the comparative advantage of local companies

64

This is only partially true. Many products, manufacturing pro-

as being low costs. But the days in which the Chinese meekly

cesses and management methods from the West are also

absorbed the knowledge of the West are long past. There are

successful in China. Adapting to local conditions is crucial,

outstanding engineers and scientists in China as well. It’s not

however, and here there is much room for improvement. For

only the numerous inventions of past centuries—paper, the

example, many companies transfer their production concepts

compass and gunpowder, to name a few—that originated in

that are successful in the West—with a high degree of auto-

the Far East. Patent applications in China have risen by 20

mation and little local value creation—essentially unchanged

percent annually since 1985. According to official statistics,

to their Chinese facilities. The majority of material is drawn

there were more than 300,000 new applications in 2009. An

from their traditional international suppliers, and in some

analysis by the World Intellectual Property Organization ranked

cases even imported. The result: The production costs in

China second behind the U.S. in 2010. Of course it’s not the

the Chinese plants are similar to those in the West—or even

quantity that counts but the importance of the individual ideas

higher. Another example: The assumption that Supply Chain

to yield future products and production processes. Neverthe-

Management can function according to the same pattern in

less, it is surely only a matter of time before more and more

China as in the West is a grave misconception. Vast distances

Chinese companies become technology leaders. In terms of

between suppliers and customers, many different points of

quickness and adaptability, many Chinese companies certainly

delivery and a transport infrastructure that in many cases is

have no need for further instruction. On the contrary. In the

still inadequate support the opposite conclusion. For many

West, decision-making processes are often burdened by tedi-

operations in China, this means larger inventories and longer

ous discussions and documentation. Chinese companies, by

delivery times. And there’s another hurdle: Compared to the

contrast, simply give it a try: “In China, new plants and produc-

West, in China it can be difficult to find competent suppliers

tion lines are set up or new procedures introduced with great

that have the required capacity. Moreover, local suppliers

speed. Effective distribution networks are set up within short

may have to be “developed” to ensure that they can deliver

periods of time. They respond to changing customer demands

the desired quality, reliability and technology. “Our task is to

and competitive situations with new products in a flash,” ob-

work together with our clients to define the appropriate pro-

serves Rauscher. The assistance of professional project man-

duction strategies,” says Rauscher. “The important levers are

agement in developing and expanding production facilities in

the production facilities, the production program, value crea-

China can save a lot of time. Companies can also become

tion, degree of automation and the processes. We also sup-

faster and more effective in the areas of sales and service as

port supplier development and the establishment of effective

well. The establishment of locally adapted processes and

supply chains.”

standards can yield substantially increased profits.
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Porsche Consulting to Open Subsidiary in Shanghai
Porsche Consulting Ltd. will open up shop in Shanghai in January 2013. It will be the fourth foreign subsidiary
of the fast-growing consulting firm—after Milan (Italy), São Paulo (Brazil) and Atlanta (USA). The China-based subsidiary
will focus on the areas of supplier development, production strategies and systems, supply chain management,
client buzz creation, and first-class sales and service processes. “We help companies in China deal with rapid growth
from an organizational standpoint while simultaneously increasing productivity,” says Eberhard Weiblen, Chairman
of the Executive Board of Porsche Consulting, its German parent company. Porsche Consulting Ltd. in China will be headed
by Dr. Heiko Rauscher (42). The industrial engineer speaks fluent Mandarin and has lived in China for more than six years.
Porsche Consulting advises Asian companies largely in the automotive industry, the aerospace industry,
the consumer goods industry, and the engineering sector.
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